
Economic and Policy Impacts

of a Local Historic District

This report is a summary by Nancy Morrison of the most salient points in the book The Economics of

Historic Preservation: A Community Leader’s Guide, by Donovan D. Rypkema (Washington, DC:

PlaceEconomics, 3rd ed. 2014). That book documents all its claims with citations to primary research

literature. Below, statements in quotation marks are direct quotations from the book.

Local Issues

No harm to property values “Using a variety of methodologies, conducted by a number
of independent researchers, this analysis has been undertaken in New Jersey, Texas,
Indiana, Georgia, Colorado, Maryland, North and South Carolina, Kentucky, Virginia,
and elsewhere. The results of these studies are remarkably consistent: property values
in local historic districts appreciate significantly faster than the market as a whole in
the vast majority of cases and appreciate at rates equivalent to the market in the worst
case. Simply put — local historic districts enhance property values.”

• “In an examination of the assessed values of mainly residential property in
eighteen historic districts and twenty-five comparable non-historic districts
throughout Florida, there was no case where historic district designation
depressed the property values. In fact in at least fifteen cases, property in historic
districts appreciated greater than comparable, targeted non-historic districts.”

• “The rate of sale among designated properties is as good as or better than the
ambient market trends and the values of heritage properties tend to be resistant
to down-turns in the general market.”

• “Homebuyers are willing to pay for the assurance that the neighborhood
surrounding their houses will remain unchanged over time.”

• “While restrictions may reduce the range of things I may do with my property,
they also protect me from inappropriate (and value-reducing) actions the other
hundred property owners may take. A properly drawn historic district may
reduce the speculative value of a single property; however, it increases the
composite values of the sum of the properties.”

Higher-quality renovations “Historic design standards result in higher quality
renovations. . . . During the permitting process, there are often plenty of unhappy
property owners. But rarely is a property owner unhappy that he or she did it right
once the work is completed. The good news is that when design guidelines are in place
the quality of even modest projects improves.”

Continued . . .



Broader Policy Issues

Benefits to the local economy Supplies for refurbishing older buildings are more often
purchased locally than materials for new construction.

Job creation “Historic preservation creates more jobs than the same amount of new
construction.” In new construction, roughly 50% of expenditures are for labor, while
this figure is between 60 and 70% in rehabilitation.

Economic stabilization Home upgrades are more often done in bad economic times than
in good ones because they are more a↵ordable then. Therefore, historic preservation
helps stabilize the economy.

Conservation of resources Demolition of an existing building generates waste that takes
up landfill space and is expensive to dispose of. Even major repairs to a building
require less energy than demolition and rebuilding. Furthermore, “[t]he life expectancy
of rehabilitated historic buildings may well be longer than that of new structures.”

Containment of toxic materials Materials once thought to be safe but now known to be
hazardous include asbestos, lead paint, and wood preservatives such as creosote. They
are more likely to be released into the environment if a building is razed than if they
are encapsulated in a building that is preserved and renovated.
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Nancy Morrison owns a historic house in West Newton, MA.
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